
a) Where was margie's school? 

b) . Who was waiting for margie in the school room? 

c) What did margie actually want to do? 

d) . Write the noun form of ‘adjust’. 

 

                  OR 
       I shall be telling this with a sign    

     Somewhere ages and ages hence; 

     Two roads diverged in a wood, and I ---- 
     I took the one less travelled by, 

And that has made all the difference. What will the poet be telling with a sign? 

a) What will be the poet be telling with a sign? 

b) At which state of life will he be telling that? 

c) What was the result of his going on the less travelled road? 

d) Name the poem and the poet? 

1. Answer the following questions 30 - 40 words each:-  2×4=8 

a) .what was the attitude of the County Inspector towards Margie? 

b) .why did the poet choose the road less travelled by? 

c) .what happened during lunch time? 

d) .Enlist the things the boy asked his parents to buy for him? 

 

2. Answer the following question in about 100-150 words each:- 1x8=8 

 

a) why did the poet doubt his coming back on the same ‘intersection' in life? 

OR 

b) Justify the aptness of the title? 
 

 

 All The Best 
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Section A: -READING 

1. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:-       1×5=5 

London: “Before I die, I want to see a Long queue of people applying for visas to 

go to Bangalore, “ says Nobel chemistry Laureate Venkatraman Ramakrishna, who 

spent three decades of his academic life in the United States and now lives in the 
United Kingdom. 

Born in Chidambaram in Tamil Nadu, Dr. Ramakrishnan graduated from Baroda. 

Nearly 10 years ago, Dr . Venki, as he is known among friends and colleagues, 

took a risk by deciding to dedicate all his energy on studying the ribosome, a cell 
component that makes proteins from amino acids. 

An optimist by nature, Dr venki is the head of structural studies department, in the 

laboratory of Molecular biology in Cambridge, where he developed the technique 
of obtaining high resolution images of the ribosome. 

He agrees that the daily process of science can be quite tedious. “People have 

joked that molecular biology is essentially moving small quantities of clear liquids 
from one tube to another. What keeps scientists motivated is the knowledge that 

they are working on some thing important and that if they make the discovery, it 

will add to the knowledge base of humanity “, Dr Venki said. 

A keen cyclist peddling to work everyday, Dr Venki sees the Nobel Prize as a nice 
fringe benefit , not the goal. “If you look at the previous Nobel laureates, many of 

them have gone on to do great work after they received the award”, When the 

Nobel Prize for chemistry was announced, there was a bit of confusion about Dr 
Venki's nationality as he has lived in three countries so far. 

“The issue of identity is a really complicated one. I tell people that I am an 

American of Indian origin living in the UK, but both Indian and British, regardless 
of what I say, take me as an Indian, whereas Americans regard me as an American 

because there your identity is not defined by your ancestry. I think 

all three countries have contributed to my development; I am happy to be seen as 

belonging to all three countries 
1. How is Dr Ramakrishnan an Indian? 

2. What risk did Dr Venki take 10 years ago, according to his friends and 

colleagues? 
3. How does Dr Venki see the Nobel prize? 

4. What motivates the scientists to keep on working on their research work? 



5. Why does Dr Venki want people to study the record of the previous Nobel 
Prize winners? 

2.    Read the passage given below and answer the question that follow:-   1×5=5  

a).Ladies, watch out. The next time you purchase cosmetics, ensure that you are 

safe. Contrary to    all the  promises made by the industry, a number of cosmetics 

are health hazards and may make you ugly instead of prettier. 

b).Studies have shown that cosmetics are toxic, containing chemicals and other 

ingredients which may cause cancer. Some brands of talcum powders are said to 

contain asbestos. Unfortunately, consumers , particularly women, are carried 

away by telling and attractive advertisements. Very rarely do they read the 

contents of the cosmetics they use. 

 c).Take, for instance, the shampoo used for cleaning hair. Hundreds of brands are 

available in the market, each one promising something special and novel. It is a 

common belief that using soap to clean your hair is harmful. But comparative 

research carried out by a doctor with the help of a consumer union in Japan has 

found that shampoo can damage your hair and result in hair loss. 

D).Research has revealed that the thickest hair among the shampoo users was only 

0.097mm , whereas soap users had 0.115 mm. Similarly, shampoo users also had 

hair as thin as 0.072 mm, and as compared to soap users who had 0.1 mm thin hair. 

Years ago, people used to dye their hair black. But nowadays, women dye their 

hair in different colours ignoring the harmful effects it has on health. You can find 

women with dark brown and light violet coloured hair. 

Hair dyes which may be bleaches, temporary dyes, semi-permanent dyes and 

permanent dyes, contain potentially hazardous chemicals like ammonia and 

hydrogen peroxide, p- fphenylenediamine and toluene diamines. Hydrogen 

peroxide is said to have a damaging effect on hair. According to a report in the 

Utusan consumer, temporary dyes contain metallic substances like lead, which are 

toxic and can be obsorved through the scalp into the body. 

These temporary dyes are derived from benzidine, known to produce bladder 

cancer. 

a. Which is the passage addressed to the ladies specially? What about men, 

do they not use cosmetics? 
b. What are we expected to notice before buying a cosmetic? 

c. Who has made us realise the dangers of using shampoos and why? 

d. Why are dyes used in cosmetics harmful? 

e. Give a synonym for the word “hazard “. 
 

Sections – B   writing skills and Grammer:-          1×5=5 

 

The management of time is an art and needs discipline. It occupies a very 

important role in the life of human beings. Without time management, no one can 

succeed in life. On the basis of the hints given below,write an article in about 

100—150 words on importance of time management’ 

• Wasting time 

• Postponing activities/Procrastination. 

• Impact upon day -to-day life, schedules 

• Leads to failures and disappointments 

• Create schedules 

3. Fill in the blanks with appropriate modals:-                                               1×5=5 

a) The breeze is cool and fresh, it  rain soon. 

b) You  apologise to your mother for your rude behaviour. 

c) Visitors  take out their shoes before going into the 

temple. 

d) In order to produce good crops we  use fertilisers. 

e)    You do me a favour? 

 

SECTION-C 
        Literature textbook and supplementary reading text: -                      1×4=4 

”But my mother says a teacher has to be adjusted to fit the mind of each boy 

and girl it teaches and that each kid has to be taught differently “.”just the same 

they didn’t do it that way then. If you don’t 

like it, you don’t have to read the book”. “I didn’t say I didn’t like it “, margie 

said quickly. She wanted to read about those funny schools. They weren’t even 

half finished when margie's mother called, “Margie! School! “Margie looked 

up. “Not yet, Mamma”. “ Now! “ said Mrs Jones. 
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Physics: (12) 

I.  Answer the following:       (2+1) 

(a)  Identify the kind of motion in the following cases:  

(i)    A car moving with constant speed turning around a curve. 

(ii)  An electron orbiting around nucleus. 

(b)  An artificial satellite is moving in a circular orbit of radius 36,000 km. Calculate its 

speed if it takes 24 hours to revolve around the earth. 
 

II.  Answer the following:      (1+2) 

(a)  Define average speed. 

(b)  A bus travels a distance of 120 km with a speed of 40 km/h and returns with a speed of 

30 km/h. calculate the average speed for the entire journey. 
 

III. Read the statement and answer:     (1+1+1) 

 A car travels from stop A to stop B with a speed of 30 km/h and then returns back to A 
with a speed of 50 km/h. Find 

(i)  Displacement of the car. 

(ii)  Distance travelled by the car. 

(iii)  Average speed of the car. 
 

IV. Answer the following:      (2+1) 

 (a)  Derive the equation of motion v = u +at, using graphical method. 

(b)  A train starting from rest attains a velocity of 72 km/h in 5 minutes. Assuming the 

acceleration is uniform, find 

(i)  The acceleration. 
 

Chemistry:( 12) 

I. Answer the following:       (1x3=3) 

a) What is matter? 

b) What is the melting point of ice? 

c) State two state of matter other than solid, liquid and gas. 
 

II. Answer the following:      (2x3=6) 

a) What are the characteristics of the particles of matter? 

b) Convert 573 K to Celsius scale. What is the unit of pressure?  

c) Why a gas exerts pressure on the walls of the containers? 

Or 

Explain, why the temperature remain constant during the change of state? 

 

 

III. Answer the following:       (1x3=3) 

Write three difference between solid and gas. Suggest a method to liquefied atmospheric 

gases. 

Or 

Define evaporation. On which factors does the evaporation depend? 
 

Biology – 16 

I. Very Short Answer:-                                                                                  1х4=4 

a) Which tissue makes up the husk of coconut?  
b) Name the tissue responsible for the movement in our body? 
c) Who discovered cells? 
d) Where are proteins synthesized inside the Cell? 

 

II. Short Answer Question:-                                                                                  2х4=8 
a) How is prokeryotic cell different from Eukaryotic cell ? 
b) Differentiate between parenchyma ,collenchyma , schlerenchyma on the basis of their 
cell wall? 
c) Draw a label diagram of neuron? 
d) How does substance like CO2 and water move in and out of the cell? 

 

III. Long Answer Question:-   ( Any one)                                                                  4х1=4 
1) Obesity is a common health problem now a days which results due to deposition of fat 
in various parts of the ody .It may          

a) lead to other health problems such as diabetes, high blood  pressure and heart  
attacks. 

2)  Which tissue is responsible for storage of fat in the body? 
3) How we can control obesity? 
4) What are the effects of morning walk and regular exercise on obesity? 

                                                                                OR 
 5) Ravi's mother was preparing sweets at home .she put some raisins in the water .Ravi 
saw the raisins and asked his mother  that  why  the raisins had swelled up in water .His 
mother replied him scientifically and told that this is due to endosmosis. 
i)  What is Endosmosis? 
ii) Before placing the raisins in water ,it was weighed 10g. The raisins were then  removed 
, wiped well and the weight was found 12.5 g . Determine the percentage of water 
absorbed by raisins. 
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History (10) (1)Mark Question 

1. When was the meeting of estate general held? 
2. What took place in the tennis court? 

3. What was the condition that supported subsistence crisis? 

4. The national assembly has completed the the drafting of the Constitution when 

and where? 
(3) Marks question 

5.How was the church responsible for the French Revolution mention three points? 

(5) Marks any one 
6.Describe the condition that led to the outbreak of the French Revolution? 

7.Describe any five efforts made by Maximillian robespierre to bring equality in 

French society? 

GEOGRAPHY (10) (1)MARKS QUESTION 

8. Name the place situated on three seas of India? 

 

9.if you intend to visit kavarati during summer vacation which Union Territory you 
will be going to? 

(3) Marks question 

10. Throw more light on India occupying an important strategic position in South 
Asia? 

(5) Marks question 

11.India has a large coastline which is advantageous explain? 

POLITICAL SCIENCE (10) (1)MARK QUESTION 

12. What does referendum mean? 

13. What does the true democracy say? (3)mark question 

14. How democracy enhance the dignity of the citizens? 
(5) mark question 

15. Explain the statement “,There should be sufficient room for normal political 

activity before election”? 

ECONOMICS(10) MARK QUESTION 

16. Among all the factors of production which is the most important factor of 

production which sustains all the production activities? 

17. The system where more than one crop is grown on a single piece of land is 
known as? 

(3) Marks question 

18. What do you understand by the term green Revolution? 
(5) Mark question 

19. Explain any three efforts which can be made to increase non-farming 

production activities in villages? 

NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL 
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   A. Multiple choice questions:-                                                              1×5 = 5 

1. Which of the following is not a feature of computer system? 
a. Fast performance.  b. Executing logical Operations. 
b. Decision taking capability. d. Never get tired. 

2. 2.is a special type of pen used to write text and select 
options on LCD screen. 

a. Stylus. b. PDA . c. Embedded computer. d. All of these. 
3. Which of the following computer system can be used while 

commuting by train,bus or plane ? 
 a.Mainframe computer. b. Personal computer. c. Super computer . 
  d. Laptop. 

4. 1 TB =  bytes. 
a. 10^12. b. 1000. c. 0.9095. d. 931. 

5. Which of the following is most powerful computer? 

a. Laptop.  b. PDA. c. Super computer. d. Work station. 
 

  B. Very short Answer:-                                                                   2×6= 12 
1. What is information? 
2. Name some types of computer? 
3. What is data? 
4. What do you mean by computer hardware? 
5. Specify an example of computer hardware and software? 
6. Define computer? 
7.  

  C. Short Answer:-                                                                                   3× 5 =15 
1. Define functional components of a computer? 

2. What do you understand by digital convergence? 
3. What do you understand by computer software? 
4. Define messaging convergence? 
5. What are four basic constituents of a computer system? 

D.  Long   Answers :-                                                                                     4×2= 8 
1. Explain the types of computer? 
2. What are the basic constituents of a computer? 
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1. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:-      (1X4 = 4) 

i. Write the Degree of 5x³ 

ii. Find the zero if P(x)= 2x+5 

iii. Find:- 641/2 

iv. If two lines intersect each other, then the vertically opposite angles are……………….. 
 

2. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:-       (2x4=8) 

i. Find the remainder when x³+3x²+3x+1 is divided by( x-
1

2
) 

ii. Simplify : (3+√3)(2+√2) 

iii. Find the value of K, if (x-1) is a factor of Kx²-3x+k? 

iv. Find six rational number between 3 and 4. 
 

3. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS :-      (3x4= 12) 

i. Factorise:- 3x²-x-4 

ii. Express 0.6̅ in the form of 
𝑝

𝑞
 , where p and q are integers and q≠0 

iii. In the figure lines AB and CD intersect at O .if  <AOC+<BOE=70° and <BOD=40°, find < 

BOE and reflex < COE.  

  

 
iv. If P(x) = (x+1)(x-1) , find P(0) and P(1) 

 

4. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:-      (4x4=16) 

i. You know that  
1

7
 = 0.142857̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  . Can you predict the what the decimal expansion of 

2

7
,
3

7
 ,
4

7
 ,
5

7
 are 

without actually doing the long division ? if so, how? 

ii. Rationalise the denominator : 
1

√5+√2
 

 

 

iii. In the figure line XY and MN intersect at O .if<POY =90° and a:b=2:3  then find c . 

 

 

  

 
iv. Find the remainder when x3+ax2+6x-a is divided by (x-a) . 
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১) নিচের অিুচেদটি পচ়ে প্রশ্নগুনির সঠিক উত্তর দাও। 

দাাঁড়িয়েডিলাম চণ্ডীমণ্ডযের বারান্দা়ে। জন দশ-বাযরা ললযেল জমায়েত হয়েডিল েূববডদযে, ল াযের দালাযনর 

 গ্াাংযশর সমু্মযে; েডিযম ডশযবর মডন্দর; তার োযশ লবল োযি এেটি ব্রহ্মদদতয বাস েরযতা, যার সাক্ষাত 
বাড়ির দাসী চােরাডনরা েেযনা েেযনা রাত দুেুযর লেত,  লধাাঁ়োর মতন যার ধর, আর কু়োশার মযতা জটা। 
তার দডক্ষযন েুযজার আডিনা- লয আডিনা়ে লক্ষ বডল হয়েডিল বযল েবন্ধ জযেডিল। এাঁযে লেউ লদযেনডন, ডেন্তু 

সেযলই  ়ে েরযতন।  

ললযেলযদর লেলা লদেবার জনয ললাে জযুটডিল েম ন়ে। মডনরুডিন সদব ার তার সসনয-সামন্তযে লোথা়ে দাাঁ়িাযব, 

তারই বযবস্থা েযরডিল। েী লচহারা তাাঁর, লেৌরবর্ব, ি-ফুযটর উের লম্বা, োযল োো দাাঁড়ি, লোাঁফ। লস ডিল 

ওডদযের সব লসরা লেড়িও়োলা। 

প্রশ্নাবিী।                                                                                                                                                                ১×৫=৫ 

ে) ললযেলরা লোথা়ে জমায়েত হয়েডিল? 

ে) লোথা়ে ব্রহ্মদদতয বাস েরযতন? 

ে) বাড়ির চাের চােরানী ব্রহ্মদদযতযর ডে লচহারা লদেযত লেত? 

ঘ) মডনরুডি সদব ার ডে েরডিল? 

ি) “মডন্দর” শব্দটি ডদয়ে এেটি বােয েেন ের। 

২) একটি ক্লাচবর সম্পাদক নিচসচব ত ামাচদর ক্লাচব বচস-আঁচকা প্রন চ ানি ায়  অংশগ্রিচের আহ্বাি জানিচয় 
এিাকাবাসীচদর একটি নবজ্ঞনি জানর কচরা।                                                                                                     ৫×১=৫ 

৩) সনি নবচেদ কচরা।                                                                                                                                            ১×৫=৫ 

স্বােত, বযথব, নযাোডম, অতযন্ত, প্রতুযষ। 

 



৪) অশুদ্ধ সংচশাধি কচরা।                                                                                                                                       ১×৫=৫ 

রামা়েন, মুমুষুব, তারাতাডর, স্বরস্বডত, সেল বালযেরা োযে। 

৫) সঠিক উত্তরটি নিববােি কচরা।                                                                                                                             ১×৫=৫ 

ে) বালেডদযের সদব ার – 

১) মােন, ২) যতীন, ৩) ফটিে, ৪) রাোল 

 ে) অডবশ্রাম বৃডি েড়িযতযি - সম়েটি হল- 

১) আষাঢ়, ২) শ্রাবর্, ৩)  াদ্র, ৪) আডিন 

 ে) ঘাযট আসা লনৌোটি ডিল –  

১) লদডশ, ২) ডবযদডশ, ৩) রাজার, ৪) জডমদাযরর 

 ঘ) “এে বাাঁও লমযল না, লদা বাাঁও লমযল- এ-এ না” - উডিটি োর – 

১) মাডিযদর, ২) লজযলযদর, ৩) োলাডসযদর, ৪) চাষীযদর 

 ি) েূজার িুটি হযব – 

১) আডিন মাযস ,  ২) োডতব ে মাযস, ৩)  াদ্র মাযস, ৪) সবশাে মাযস 

৬) নিম্ননিনি  প্রশ্নগুনির উত্তর দাও।                                                                                                                  ৫×২=১০ 

ে) “মাথা়ে চট েডর়ো এেটা নতুন  াযবাদ়ে হইল।“ – 

উদৃ্ধতটি লোন রচনার অন্তেবত? োর মাথা়ে ডেযসর  াযবাদ়ে হইল? তার েডরর্াম ডে হ়ে? 

ে) “মানুষ লসযজ আসা হল  

মানুষ হয়েই ডফযর যাব” – লোন রচনার অাংশ? োর উডি? প্রসঙ্গ উযেে েযর তাৎেযব ডবযেষর্ েযরা। 

৭) সঠিক উত্তরটি নিববােি কচরা।                                                                                                                           ১×৫=৫ 

ে) অেুযদর গ্রাযমর নাম – 

১) অডচন্তেুর, ২) ডনডিন্দেুর, ৩) ডবলাসেুর, ৪) ডনডিডন্দেুর 

ে) হডরহর অন্নদা রায়ের বাড়িযত োজ েরযতন – 

১) েুযরাডহযতর, ২) লোমস্তার, ৩) েরডর্যের, ৪) ডশক্ষযের 

ে) অজুব যনর রযথর নাম –  

১) সপ্তািরথ, ২) েডেধ্বজ, ৩) সূযবরথ, ৪) তূর্ 

 



ঘ) “আলকুডশ – আলকুডশ” – আলকুডশ হল – 

১) ফুল োি, ২) োডমনী োি, ৩) ডবষাি োি, ৪) লবল োি 

ি) ডচডনবাস লেশা়ে –  

১) লফডরও়োলা, ২) ম়েলা, ৩) বযবসা়েী, ৪) েৃষে 

Sushil Sutradhar 




